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Caroline A. Shearer is the founder of Absolute Love Publishing, which was born out of a mission to create
and publish projects promoting goodness in the world. Known as a fresh, distinctive, spiritual voice, Caroline’s
visionary leadership is uplifting, gently blending love and inspiration. She is regularly featured as a luminary
in print, broadcast, and online media, offering guidance and sharing positive stories of her personal spiritual
journey toward a more abundant, joyful, and light-filled life. Intuitively guided, Caroline has a remarkable
ability to unite others along a path of progressing and celebrating the experience of humanity.
A bestselling author, Caroline’s popular books include, “Dead End Date,” the first book in the Adventures of
a Lightworker metaphysical mystery series; “Love Like God: Embracing Unconditional Love;” “Love Like
God Companion;” “Raise Your Vibration: Tips and Tools for a High-Frequency Life,” a min-e-book™, and
“Women Will Save the World.” In addition to her own projects, she recently founded Spirited Press, an assisted
self-publishing imprint that operates under the umbrella of Absolute Love Publishing. Spirited Press supports authors in sharing their
own messages with the world. www.absolutelovepublishing.com

Kathleen Aston is recognized as a leader in business, a million-dollar serial entrepreneur, and a women’s
empowerment leadership expert. With an experimental mindset and deep desire to create her own life of
purpose-driven prosperity, she has dedicated her life to learning and leveraging the habits and behaviors
implemented by the world’s most successful business icons.
By leveraging her own life-journey of transformation in conjunction with her coaching, leadership, and
productivity certifications, Kathleen is active in women’s centers for enterprise, entrepreneurship, and
professional and spiritual development. She is revered for her ground-breaking perspectives and approaches
that transform the lives of women nationwide. Kathleen is a “force” on stage as an incomparable speaker,
facilitator, and mentor. She carries her profound message of courage, confidence, and prosperity to women
seeking game-changing “inside-out” transformations in their businesses and lives. She is the founder of
Kathleen Aston International (Boston Area) and the author of “Precious Pain and Promises,” as well as recently founding the International
Association of Purpose-Driven Entrepreneurs. www.kathleenastonintl.com

Mary Ellen Ciganovich is an educator, author, and inspirational speaker. Raised in Atlanta, she was diagnosed
with epilepsy at the age of six, and went on to attend the University of Georgia. She graduated Magna cum
Laude in Education, and became a member of the Beta Sigma Chapter of the Alpha Chi Omega sorority. After
graduating, Mary Ellen taught middle school for over 15 years. She was also instrumental in the existence
of a two mile-long nature trail in Danbury, Connecticut, and she created a book of environmental activities
for teachers and students to use while on the trail. She was presented a key to the city of Danbury by the
mayor.
In 1986, Mary Ellen was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis. She decided to use this to create her own picture
of MS. Her book, “Healing Words, Life Lessons to Inspire,” has been accepted for nomination for the 2012 Pulitzer
Prize in Original Verse by an American Author. The book’s teachings are words she lives by daily. She speaks to
many groups on topics ranging from “Awareness of the Self ” to “Parenting” and the “Healing of Relationships,” and has appeared as a featured luminary on “Inspire Me Today.” She also speaks on the topics of Epilepsy and Multiple Sclerosis. www.askmaryellen.com

Jenny Craig, LCSW, BCD has a background in neurology and psychology and has studied in nine different
countries. An international coach at Insite Strategist and the creator of the Live your Power™ program, Jenny
also hosts the Live your Power hour, writes the Ask Jenny column, and is a sought-after keynote speaker
providing professional training seminars in 48 states. Author of “Weighing Your Options;” “Live your Power
- the tools to battle your inner bully;” and “I am Brilliant,” a children’s book on inner beauty and brilliance, she
also is one of the contributors to the bestselling book, “Living upside down, Thinking right side up,” and has
been published in numerous magazines. As creator of the “I am grateful for...™” ring, Jenny was featured on
a PBS Brain Power video and spoke at the Energy of Success Summit and the Designing a Powerful Woman
Summit. She also has recorded CDs for professionals, including: “Bully proofing your clients,” “101 Quick
Techniques to help children with emotional and behavioral problems,” and “Emotional Eating: Strategies
for Lifelong Changes.” Always giving back, she is the 2011-2012 vice president of the American Women’s Business Association and
district chair for youth services for the International Kiwanis Organization. www.liveyourpower.com

Leslie Davenport has unique qualifications in the body-mind-spirit field. Dance critic Allan Ulrich reviewed
Leslie as a professional dancer endowed with “a superior sense of balance … and powers of communication
that set her apart from the herd.” As a psychotherapist in practice for twenty years, she understands the health
impact of thoughts and emotions, and a passion for the mystery of the human spirit drew her to become an
ordained interfaith minister in 1984. Leslie has braided her expertise with body-mind-spirit into her book,
“Healing and Transformation Through Self-Guided Imagery.”
Leslie is a founding member of the Institute for Health & Healing at California Pacific Medical Center in San
Francisco, which brings holistic care into the heart of conventional medicine. She is on faculty at John F. Kennedy University, and she is clinical supervisor for the California Institute of Integral Studies. A sought-after
speaker and consultant, Leslie lectures in a broad range of settings that have included KRON Television, the
National Wellness Conference, Rancho La Puerta, and Commonwealth Club. For more information, visit www.LeslieDavenport.com.

Author Rochelle Forrest is a passionate and spirited holistic health coach dedicated to helping others heal
their lives. A Registered Nurse for over 27 years, she holds a Bachelor of Science in Nursing, a Masters in
Science in Management, and the most important designation of all, L.E. (Life Experience.) Rochelle recently
found one of her childhood drawings. She had painted that she wanted to be a mom, a wife, and a nurse. She
had unknowingly made her first vision board when she was five-years-old. This reinforced her belief that
acting intuitively is the best way to strengthen our inner guidance system and that reigniting this guidance
system is the key to good health. Rochelle, unwittingly and intuitively, started coaching people about their
health and lives at her clinic. Eventually, the doctor told her she should start a coaching practice because that
was what she was doing!
As part of her dedication to healing, Rochelle became involved in children’s charities. Her book, “Shelley and
the Circle of Light,” gave Rochelle a way to fill the hearts and minds of children even as she worked to help support them in more practical
ways. A portion of the proceeds from every book is donated to support children in need. www.createhealthnaturally.com.

Sally Franz has been a motivational speaker, a stand-up comic in NYC, and a TV and radio personality. She
has appeared on national television on the Maury Povich Show, CNBC Lifestyles, and three times on The Today
Show. Additionally, she is a corporate trainer with clients such as Intel, SONY, Texaco-Chevron, Yahoo!, The
City of New York, and The City of Los Angeles. She is a ghostwriter and book doctor, and has written eight
books of her own. One of her stories was included in The New York Times Bestselling Series, “Chicken Soup
for the Soul.” Her most recent book, an Amazon Bestseller, is “Scrambled Leggs … A Snarky Tale of Hospital
Hooey.” For more information, visit www.SallyFranz.com.

Terry Grahl is the founder and visionary of Enchanted Makeovers, an award-winning non-profit organization
committed to transforming shelters into places that inspire psychological and behavioral changes - places
where women and children rebuilding their lives are reminded every day that we all hold the ”’golden ticket”
to transforming our dreams into reality. She’s also a wife, mother to four children, activist, author, award-winning
interior decorator, and a woman on a mission to inspire people to dream and follow their hearts, to see each
other truly as an extension of one’s self.
Terry founded Enchanted Makeovers in 2007, and she has been on an extraordinary journey ever since. Her
creativity, child-like innocence, and whimsy are reflected throughout the mission. Terry was named People
Magazine and Major League Baseball’s “All-Star Among Us” in 2010 out of 7,500 nominations nationwide.
Within a week, she was standing on the Los Angeles baseball field watching celebrity Sheryl Crow present
a video on her non-profit at the MLB All-Star game. National press includes: People Magazine, First for Women, Woman’s World,
Better Homes and Gardens Quilts & More, Martha Stewart, Country Almanac, Paint Magic, Redbook, Cottages & Bungalows, Ladies
Home Journal, PBS, and Oprah Winfrey Show. www.enchantedmakeovers.org

Sarah Hackley is the editor for Absolute Love Publishing and its imprint, Spirited Press. Through both,
Sarah provides individualized, comprehensive editing services to authors seeking to bring light and inspiration to
the world. A passionate believer that the written word can change lives, Sarah is deeply honored to be a part
of these projects. An author, ghostwriter, editor, and poet, Sarah also is writing her own books on the topics
of financial independence and emotional healing for women.
Sarah’s work has appeared on/in Code Blue Politics, OpposingViews.com, “Under The Bridges of America:
Homeless Poetry Anthology,” the Comic Bible Magazine, “Crucible,” On The Issues Magazine, Texas Family,
Suite101.com, the “Final Draft: Midnight Masquerade,” and the “Austin Young Poets Anthology.” Her poetry
also was featured in an Umlauf Sculpture Garden exhibit. She has edited a number of full-length books, including
“Love Like God” and the “Love Like God Companion Book.” Due to an affinity for extreme temperatures and spicy
foods, Sarah Hackley resides in her hometown of Austin, Texas with her husband and daughter. www.sarahhackley.com

Elizabeth Harper is a popular and inspiring teacher, color intuitive, and psychic artist who empowers others
to realize their light. The award-winning author of “Wishing: How to Fulfill Your Heart’s Desires,” she has
been featured in popular national magazines, including: Woman’s World, Redbook, Prevention, and Health.
She also is a magazine columnist and regular contributor to radio and television in the US and Australia. Her
pioneering work with color inspired her uniquely revealing ColorScope, featured globally in print and online
magazines. Elizabeth shares her gift of healing with color through her visionary jewelry, Silk Energy Wraps,
and personal creations. She is the founder of Sealed With Love LLC and co-founder of Spiritual Living LLC,
an online education center. www.sealedwithlove.com

Michelle Hastie is a speaker, author and coach who works with overworked, stressed-out entrepreneurs to
reduce tension around food and exercise, remove weight naturally, and return to freedom in a body that truly
expresses who they are. This allows individuals to focus on their “genius work” and fully step into the truest
version of themselves, ultimately creating the body and business of their dreams. Michelle’s mission is to
reach as many people as she can and help teach them how to live naturally thin and never have the stress or
pressure to diet again. Michelle is certified in the field of food psychology and is a Master NLP practitioner,
Master hypnotherapist, and Certified Personal Trainer. Michelle also was the featured coach for Shape Magazine’s
“weight loss diaries” for 2011, and helped writer Stacy Garay drop weight without dieting. Michelle is the
author of “7 Ways to Lose Weight while Living Your Life” and developed an audio series that helps people
release weight naturally with little to no effort. www.totalbodyhealthsolutions.com

Catrice M. Jackson, international empowerment speaker, P-Spot passionista, international bestselling
author, and global leader of the GetNAKED Movement, fearlessly liberates the souls of women worldwide.
Catrice serves up delicious life recipes that inspire women to *Get NAKED,* discover their juicy spot, own
it, celebrate it, and sprinkle it into the world. Catriceology, Catrice’s signature life empowerment brand, is a
unique concoction infused with a savvy and sassy flavor that helps women experience the freedom to be
fearless, fierce, and fired up in their lives. Catrice’s global mission is to create, cultivate, and sustain a worldwide
community of brave, bold, and brilliant women who live in their P-Spot by abandoning what they “should” be and
becoming who they are. Catrice is passionate about helping women feel the pulse of purpose, experience profound
peace, and press PLAY on their passions for more pleasure and prosperity.
Catrice’s Mantra: “Doing it my way, with no regrets or the need to ask permission, gracefully being soul-led, covered
in favor, serving up the Catriceology flavor and doing it fearlessly, free, and simply just being me.” Experience Catriceology at www.catriceology.com.

Kiva Leatherman is the founder and president of the Wise Women Network, which inspires and teaches
women to live up to their worth – emotionally, physically, and financially. She is also the host of Contact Talk
Radio’s “A Woman’s Worth.” As a speaker, Kiva encourages women to know themselves, to know about their
money, and to stop living vicariously through others – to achieve success and happiness on their terms. Kiva
was formerly a sales vice president with a major investment firm, where she managed a territory that generated
over $100 million in annual sales. Although the investment business was definitely a boys’ club, Kiva found a
way to succeed with grace, humor, and feminine strength. Her presentations on women and investing laid the
groundwork for what eventually became Wise Workshops and her personal mission to ensure that women are
in charge of their own money, their own time, and the decisions they make regarding their nutrition and health.
She teaches women to create a framework for success, which gives them the power and freedom to live well.
Kiva graduated with degrees in Psychology and Performing Arts from Washington University in St. Louis. She loves teaching women
to get their groove on through dance and is a certified fitness trainer. www.wiseworkshops.com

Sue Lee is a Life Management Skills Educator and the creator of “I Believe in Me!” a DVD for preschoolers,
which received two national recognitions - a Parents’ Choice Award, and a KIDS FIRST! media endorsement.
She is the author of two books of poetry: “Whispers of Color for Adults” and “Whispers of Color for Children.”
Her speaking engagements have included the National Forum on Character Education and the Eunice Kennedy
Shriver Community of Caring Conference, “Beyond Bullying.” Sue is available for presentations at conferences, schools, and retreats to address the importance of positive emotional intelligence, becoming the hero or
heroine in your own life’s story, and developing character and confidence instead of trying to “turn around”
a troubled teen. Sue also wrote the first chapter of her husband William H. Lee M.D.’s new book, “Over 50
Feeling 30.” www.ibelieveinme.tv

Carmel Rivello Maguire influenced design for over 25 years as founder of Carmelot Interiors, Inc. and as
executive vice president of strategic planning and business development for two major interior design firms
specializing in hotel and resort/hospitality design in California and Florida. She is one of the first women to
be invited to join Rotary International in the San Fernando Valley, California area, one of the first women in
the country to be elected “Rotarian of the Year,” and is the recipient of a Paul Harris Fellow award. During
her time in hospitality design, she became a much sought-after industry speaker in the United States, Mexico,
the Bahamas, and Hawaii. She was a frequent contributor to “Developments Magazine,” one of the resort
industry’s premiere international publications.
Carmel is living proof that thirst for knowledge never ends. Carmel returned to college later in life at
California Lutheran University to complete her degree. Next to her love of family, Carmel’s passions include
gardening, sculpting, and Italian cooking. Her service efforts include working to refurbish a non-profit treatment and transitional
women’s center in Ventura County, CA. She brings the work of her late husband Frank Maguire forward and is a much sought-after
humorist speaker.

An innovator educated at Stanford University, the University of Pittsburgh, and Harvard Medical School,
Dr. Katie McCorkle is a holistic coaching psychologist with decades of experience. She developed award-winning
programs for drivers under the influence of alcohol or drugs and for learning-disabled delinquents. She also
was part of a team that developed the first program for adolescent sex offenders in Pennsylvania. In the
media, she has hosted her own radio show and podcast; been interviewed on stations throughout the United
States, Canada, and England; and contributed to the development of transformative programs for divorced,
separated, and bereaved individuals.
Dr. Katie, as she is known to her clients and in the media, is the founder, CEO, and Chief Healing Officer at
Balanced Heart™ Healing Center, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit integrative health center for mind, body, and spirit offering unconditional access to care. Balanced Heart Coaching, the spiritually-centered coaching program Dr.
Katie developed, is a system of tools and strategies for living life in greater consistency with one’s spiritual beliefs. Her guided journal, “A
Balanced Heart: 10 Weeks to Breakthrough,” walks people through how to use these tools and strategies successfully. www.balancedheart.org
Shannon Miller is the most decorated American gymnast in history and is the only female athlete inducted
into the U.S. Olympics Hall of Fame – twice! Her tally of five medals at the 1992 Olympics was the most won
by a U.S. athlete. At the 1996 Games, she led the “Magnificent Seven” to the U.S. Women’s first ever Team
Gold and captured Gold on the Balance Beam for the first time for any American gymnast.
After retiring from Olympic competition, Shannon earned undergraduate degrees in marketing and
entrepreneurship and a law degree from Boston College. She then transitioned to analyst and host, appearing
on NBC, ABC, Comcast, MSNBC, and others. She is the host of Health and Wellness Channel’s The Wish
List with Shannon Miller and hosts her weekly radio show, Shannon Miller Lifestyle. Her company, Shannon
Miller Lifestyle: Health and Fitness for Women, launched in 2010 with a series of fitness books, DVDs, cookbooks,
and the Shannon Miller Walk-Fit program – a free online tracking and incentive program. Shannon is a highly
sought-after motivational speaker and advocate for the health and wellness of women and children. As an Olympian, wife, mother, and cancer
survivor, Shannon is dedicated to helping women make their health a priority. www.shannonmillerlifestyle.com
Shirley W. Mitchell is the owner-celebrity talk show host of the “Aging Outside the Box®” syndicated media
group, which includes “Aging Outside the Box®” and “Aging Outside the Box® Christian Spiritual Sparks™.”
Known as “The Golden Egg of Aging™,” Shirley is the author of ten books, including: “Fabulous after
50® Finding Fulfillment for Tomorrow,” and “Sensational after 60® Loving Life All Over Again.” She also
is co-author of five books, including: “101 Great Ways to Improve Your Life.” She is a columnist of the
syndicated “Fabulous after Fifty™” online column and a featured columnist for “Senior Lifestyle Magazine.”
As an aging and longevity expert, Shirley is recognized as one of the top writers and speakers on aging,
seniors, the Baby Boomer Generation, women’s issues, and healthy lifestyles. She is a member of American
Society on Aging, American Senior Benefits Association, National Association for Female Executives,
International Women’s Leadership Association, American Business Women’s Association, Red Hat Society,
Diva Web of Fame, and The Lit Chicks of Sand Mountain. Managed and represented by Lighthouse Coastal Productions, her online
enterprise comprises 59 websites, 13 blogs, and two dozen social sites, including Self Growth, Inc. She supports the American
Heart Association and the GoRed for Women Program. www.agingoutsidethebox.net
Kate Neligan is founder and CEO of Mindful Media Entertainment LLC, a conscious media studio poised to
elevate the collective consciousness of the planet through mindful movies and transformational television. MME
is the parent company of Synergy TV, an on demand and online channel that entertains, enlightens, and
inspires. Formerly, Kate was vice president of on demand and digital marketing at Lionsgate, where she launched
and promoted the digital sales and distribution group’s large slate of new release and catalog movies and television
shows. Kate handled all marketing campaigns, media buying, and partner relationships for the studio’s video on demand
and digital download business. She is most proud of the charity promotions she conceptualized and executed, including
an “Inner PRECIOUSness” cable tour with Dress for Success and Women In Cable Telecommunications.
Previously, Kate was marketing manager at the American Film Institute’s Digital Content Lab, where she handled
marketing, publicity, and event planning. Before AFI, Kate worked at iN Demand, where she built relationships
with VOD/PPV sales representatives, cable systems, and studios while being the point person for Video On Demand during the product’s
initial launch. Kate is a graduate of Lafayette College in Pennsylvania and the University of Santa Monica, where she earned her Master’s
degree in Spiritual Psychology. www.synergytvnetwork.com

Gayle Newhouse has produced and directed television shows and managed top artists such as Hoyt Axton.
A talented film editor and set designer, Newhouse is co-producer and primary editor for Tapping the Source.
She is a trustee of the international think tank Club of Budapest, which includes founder Dr. Ervin Laszlo and
honorary members such as Dr. Jane Goodall, the Dalai Lama, Mikhail Gorbachev, and Peter Gabriel.
Gayle has discovered a permanent way to change lives through the 24-week “Tapping the Source, the
Original Course.” This course is being offered to schools for young adults and to adults who want to commit
to learning how to focus the mental mind, physical body, and emotional energies to position the subconscious
mind for health, wealth, and love. www.tappingthesourcemovie.com

A busy mother of six, Kathryn Peters-Brinkley is the publisher of the acclaimed online publication, Kinetics
Magazine: Awakening to Ascension. For over two decades, Kathryn has been at the forefront of the
metaphysical/spiritual community as an author, journalist, lecturer, radio talk show host, spiritual wholeness
counselor, and wisdom teacher. Kathryn is the author of “Jewels for the Soul: Spiritual Reflections and
Affirmations for the Heart and Soul” and co-author with Dannion Brinkley of “Secrets of the Light: Lessons
from Heaven.” Kathryn also owns and operates a production company with her daughter, Elizabeth. Quantum
Multimedia Productions plans and promotes live spiritual conferences and self-empowerment workshops, as
well as online tele-seminars. www.quantummultimediaproductions.com

Dea Shandera realized long ago that she is a spiritual being having a human experience. Dubbed by many as the
“Zen Executive,” she is a highly regarded and seasoned creative entertainment industry leader, having served
tenures over 25 years at Paramount Pictures, The Walt Disney Company, and MGM. Her most recent post was
as executive vice president of worldwide marketing for MGM Television. Dea has consulted in every area of
the entertainment/media business - from publicity and marketing for books, movies, and television to film and
video production and film distribution, as well as book publishing. She always has been a champion of stories
and projects that celebrate the human spirit and inspire people to be their greatest. Some of her consulting
clients include Michael Bernard Beckwith, Agape Media International, Waterside Productions, Trifecta Entertainment and Media, The Rainbow Bridge, Spirit Rising Productions, Annapurna Studios, Rocky Mountain
Pictures, Sony Pictures Home Entertainment, Gener8Xion Entertainment, and authors James Redfield,
William Gladstone, Dannion Brinkley, Ervin Laszlo, Judith Diana Winston, Susan Hall, Jesse Dylan, Sharmen Lane, Kristen Moeller,
Annie Burnside, and Peter Anthony. Dea lives and works in Southern California with her beloved life and business partner, visionary
author, entrepreneur, and social media genius Brent Hunter.

Becky Sheetz-Runkle is a strategic marketer, speaker, and martial artist and the author of “Sun Tzu for
Women: The Art of War for Winning in Business,” called a “must read” by Today’s Chicago Woman
and recommended to Baseline Magazine’s C-level readers. Becky is an expert on topics related to women in
business and Sun Tzu for business strategy. An entrepreneur, she sold her marketing agency Q2 Marketing
in 2011. She is a former Washington Business Journal columnist who has been published in the American Management
Association’s Journal, The Journal of Asian Martial Arts, The Glass Hammer, PRNews, GalTime, Yahoo!
Shine, and MarketingProfs. Becky has spent her career measurably driving revenue for companies, with expertise
in developing innovative corporate communications and marketing plans, exhilarating strategic messaging,
targeted PR, and compelling copy.
Becky holds the rank of Grand Master in Sho Bushido Ryu Jujitsu and runs the Woodbridge, VA Dojo. Her
experiences versus much larger and stronger opponents have revealed much to her about overcoming adversity. Her hobbies include
fitness, traveling, gardening, and animals (she’s a big fan of pit bulls.) She’s on a quest to find the world’s perfect beer, which she thinks
she’s found in the Rochefort trappist and Duck Rabbit’s Milk Stout - but she’s not a quitter. www.suntzuforwomen.com

Author, Speaker, and Coach Lorelei Shellist brings new meaning to the term “supermodel.” Lorelei writes
candidly and boldly about life as a runway model and her struggles with her fiancé’s addiction in “Runway
RunAway: A Backstage Pass to Fashion, Romance & Rock ‘N Roll.” Her wit, sense of humor, and “perfect fit”
measurements enabled her to serve as a muse for Karl Lagerfeld, YSL, La Croix, Bob Mackie, Geoffrey Beene,
and Armani. Lorelei is featured internationally on TV, film, and radio: GMA, Inside Edition, AM NY, Phil
Donahue, KTLA, CNN, BBC, Joan Rivers, and in the VH-1 Def Leppard “Behind the Music” documentary.
Model Amber Valetta plays Lorelei in the VH-1 movie, “Hysteria” (Paramount.)
Life experiences have enabled Lorelei to inspire others with her story of survival and success. She counsels
women in prison and at-risk teens, teaching critical “Life Skills.” As an expert on beauty and women’s issues,
she encourages others to attract appropriate attention through conscious dressing, while having fun expressing
themselves. A graduate of two Master’s Programs: Spiritual Psychology and Consciousness Health & Healing at the University of
Santa Monica, Lorelei’s appeal crosses many demographics. Her ultimate goal is to help others manifest grace, joy, and authenticity in
their lives. www.LoreleiShellist.com

Beverly Solomon is currently creative director for musee-solomon. She was a model and then an account
executive in sales and marketing for Diane von Furstenberg, Revlon, and Ralph Lauren. She now lives and
works with her husband, internationally-recognized artist Pablo Solomon, on their 1856 historic ranch in the
Texas Hill Country north of Austin. She manages their art and design business and also provides expertise
in the areas of art, fashion, and beauty. She has been featured in books, newspapers, magazines, and television.
Beverly also has received coverage in a number of financial publications and was given official recognition by
the State of Texas for her business savvy. Visit her at www.beverlysolomon.com.

Dr. June Stinchfield is a Depth Psychologist and a graduate of Sarah Lawrence College, the Westchester
Institute for Training in Psychotherapy and Psychoanalysis, and Pacifica Graduate Institute. Her work is
centered on the truth and validity of the imagination and in gathering circles of women in order to realize the
power of the feminine to heal the world. She is a Jungian-oriented analyst with a private practice in northern
Westchester County, New York, but considers her most important role at present to be a loving and playful
grandma to her four grandchildren. She would like mothers and grandmothers everywhere to know that the
loving and committed relationship they have with their children is one of the most important ways in which
women save the world.

Alicia Vargo is the president and owner of Pampered Passions Fine Lingerie & Post Mastectomy Services,
named “Bride’s Choice” by WeddingWire and “Best Lingerie Store” by Intima Magazine. The company’s mission to “Nurture the Female Spirit,” along with Alicia’s caring nature, led her to win the Leading Lady Award
from Denver’s Ladies Who Launch, an annual award that recognizes exceptional female entrepreneurs. Alicia
also has been named one of the Outstanding Women in Business by the Denver Business Journal and was
a finalist in the 2010 Stevie Awards for the “Women Helping Women” award. She is the National Intimate
Apparel Examiner for Examiner.com and has appeared in media outlets such as Fox, ABC, NBC, AOL Small
Business, US Weekly, iVillage, and Cosmopolitan. Alicia travels the country fitting women for “Dress for Success” to help them feel confident “all under” as they take steps to improve their lives. She also dedicates herself
to assisting women with post-mastectomy lingerie needs.
Alicia spent 25 years in the wine industry as an advisor to the Governor and served on the Colorado Board of Agriculture. Alicia
enjoys spending time with her loving husband and business partner, John, and their four children, ages 18 to 22; reading inspirational
and spiritual books; and sipping fine wine. www.pamperedpassions.com

Donna Visocky is the founder of BellaSpark Productions and publisher of BellaSpark Magazine. One of the
top metaphysical and consciousness-raising organizations in the U.S., BellaSpark was named after Donna’s
daughter Kristi who died in an automobile accident in 2003. Kristi was a beautiful spark and passionate about
creating change. It was her passing that propelled Donna on this soul journey. BellaSpark’s mission is to be a
catalyst - to stimulate, inspire, and embolden individuals and communities in their growing spiritual awareness by
providing access to consciousness-raising ideas, people, and information. Donna has over 20 years’ experience
in non-profit work, business management, and event planning. www.bellaspark.com

The consummate singer and songwriter, Tene’ Williams is best known from her hit song, “Give Him a
Love,” which topped the Billboard charts for four months straight in 1993. Now taking an active hand in her career, the beautiful Tene’ is president of her record label, Sierra Music Group. She recently released the CD,
“Brave,” with the lush, moving ballad “Your Love Completes Me” as the debut single.
Tene’ Williams proved her young vocal chops at the world famous Apollo Theater’s Amateur Night, winning not once, but three times, wherein she was offered a deal on their Apollo Records. As she was only 16,
she decided to complete her education before taking a big professional step. Tene’s record label, Sierra Music
Group, is distributed by Urban Creed/Universal Music. Tene’ loves songs with substance and emotion and
is a balladeer in her heart. She wants to bring back the diversity of R&B music, with its strong vocals. Her
talent and beauty shine through, more radiant than ever, as she travels her musical road and gifts the listening
public with ballads that are embellished by her experiences and filled with her heart. www.tenewilliams.com

Amethyst Wyldfyre, the speaker’s shaman and empowered messenger master mentor, is a multidimensional
visionary healer, speaker, performer, author, teacher, and artist passionate about serving visionary leaders and
conscious entrepreneurs who want to LEAP fearlessly into their highest level of service to the planet - and
who want to profit handsomely from following their spiritual path.
She is in service to the empowerment of global messengers of change and invested in supporting big
visionaries find their authentic voice, crystallize their message, stand strong in speaking their truth, and
cultivate a commanding, magnetic presence so they feel safe, powerful, and prepared to be heard by millions.
Amethyst is an initiated Shamaness in the Inka tradition, a naturally-ordained Crystal Singing Bowl Sound
Therapist, and an author of several books. She has appeared on Amazon and Barnes & Noble bestselling lists,
is featured on radio and TV, and was selected in 2008 by NH Magazine as a Renaissance Woman. She is a
multiple award winning entrepreneur, juried artist, and, in 2009, her “Divine Union - A Crystal Singing Bowl Healing Journey” CD
was a COVR AWARD Winning Finalist at the International New Age Trade Show in Denver. Visit www.theempoweredmessenger.com.
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